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The second cohomology groups for certain simple finite-dimensional alternative
superalgebras of characteristic 3 are calculated, with coefficients in regular super-
bimodules. Contrary to the case of algebras, the groups are not trivial since the
Wedderburn splitting theorem is not always true for alternative superalgebras. The
results complement the similar results by N. A. Pisarenko for the case of character-
istic / 2, 3. Q 2000 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
It is known that every separable alternative algebra A has trivial second
2 .cohomology group H A, M s 0, for every alternative A-bimodule M.
This is just an equivalent formulation of Schafer's result on validity of the
w x w xWedderburn splitting theorem for alternative algebras 6 . In 3 , Pisarenko
proved that this theorem does not hold for alternative superalgebras;
hence simple alternative superalgebras may have nontrivial second coho-
w xmology groups. In 4 , he described the indecomposable superbimodules
w xfor simple alternative superalgebras of characteristic / 2, 3, and in 5 he
calculated the second cohomology groups for these superalgebras, with
coefficients in indecomposable superbimodules.
w xIn our previous paper 2 , we extended Pisarenko's results on the
Wedderburn splitting in alternative superalgebras to the case of character-
istic 3. Observe that nontrivial nonassociative simple alternative superal-
.gebras appear only in this case. We have found two new types of
nonsplittable extensions of simple superalgebras; in one case it is an
extension by a regular superbimodule, and in the other is an extension by a
superbimodule opposed to the regular one.
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In this paper, we calculate the second cohomology groups for these
extensions.
If not otherwise stated, all the algebras considered in the paper are
assumed to be finite dimensional, over a field F of characteristic / 2.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Recall that a superalgebra A s A q A is called an alternati¤e super-0 1
algebra if it satisfies the superidentities
x yq1 y zq1x , y , z s y1 y , x , z s y1 x , z , y , .  .  .  .  .
 .  .  .where x, y, z s xy z y x yz , x, y, z g A l A , and r s i if r g A .0 1 i
An A-superbimodule M s M q M is called an alternati¤e superbimod-0 1
ule if the corresponding split extension superalgebra E s A q M is alter-
native.
For an A-superbimodule M, the opposite superbimodule M op s M op q0
M op is defined by the conditions M op s M , M op s M , and the following1 0 1 1 0
a .action of A: a ? m s y1 am, m ? a s ma, for any a g A j A , m g0 1
M op. If M is an alternative A-superbimodule, then one can easily check
that M op is also. A regular superbimodule, Reg A, is defined on the vector
superspace A with the action of A coinciding with the multiplication in A.
If A is a superalgebra and M, N are A-superbimodules, then a linear
mapping a : M “ N is called a homomorphism of superbimodules of degree
 .j, if it is homogeneous of degree j, i.e., a M : N , andi iqj
ja
a am s y1 aa m and a ma s a m a, .  .  .  .  .
for any m g M, a g A j A .0 1
Let A s A q A be a superalgebra and let M be an A-supermodule.0 1
A superalgebra B is called an extension of A by M if there exists a short
exact sequence of superalgebra homomorphisms
ba
0 “ M “ B “ A “ 0.
Here M is considered as a superalgebra with zero multiplication.
Two extensions B and BX of A by M are called equi¤alent, if there exists
a homomorphism of superalgebras f : B “ BX such that the diagram
ba6 6 6 6




6 6X ba X6 6 6 6M0 B A 0
is commutative.
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Let A s A q A be an alternative superalgebra over a field F, let M0 1
be an alternative A-supermodule, and let B be an extension of A by M,
ba
with the corresponding short exact sequence 0 “ M “ B “ A “ 0. Let m:
 .  .A “ B be a linear mapping such that b ? m s 1 . Then B s a M q m AA
 .  .  .is a vector space direct sum, and for any a, b g A, h a, b s m a m b y
 .  .  .m ab g M. So, if we identify A with m A and M with a M , then the
product ) in B s A q M is defined by the action of A on M and by the
2  .conditions M s 0, a) b s ab q h a, b for any a, b g A. For a fixed
A-superbimodule M, every extension of A by M is defined by a bilinear
form h: A = A “ M.
ha .  .  .  .  .  .Consider F a, b, c s h a, b c q h ab, c y y1 ah b, c y h a, bc ,
;a, b, c g A. Then, since B is an alternative superalgebra, we have F a,
abq1 bcq1.  .  .  .  .  w x.b, c s y1 F b, a, c s y1 F a, c, b see 5 .
Now, let mX: A “ B be another linear mapping such that b ? mX s 1 .A
X X X . X . X .Consider n s m y m: A “ M, so m s n q m. Then, h a, b s m a m b
X .  .  .  .  .  .  .y m ab s h a, b q m a n b q n a m b y n ab . Therefore, two ex-
tensions given by bilinear forms h and hX are equivalent if and only if there
X .  .  .exists a linear mapping m: A “ M such that h a, b s h a, b q m a b q
 .  .m b a y m ab .
The bilinear forms h are called cocycles and they form the space of
2 . 2 . 2 . 2 . cocyles Z A, M s Z A, M q Z A, M , where Z A, M s h g0 1 k
2 .  . 4  4 2 .Z A, M ‹ h A , A : M , k, i, j g 0, 1 . Now, denote by B A, Mi j iqjqk
2 . 2 .s B A, M q B A, M the set of cocycles which are equivalent to the0 1
2 .zero bilinear form. They are called coboundaries, and B A, M is the
2 .  .  .space of coboundaries. If h g B A, M , then h a, b s ym ab q
am .  .  .y1 am b q m a b for some linear mapping m: A “ M. Note that
every coboundary defines an extension of A by M isomorphic to the split
X 2 .extension E s A q M. Moreover, elements h, h g Z A, M define
X 2 .equivalent extensions if and only if h y h g B A, M .
DEFINITION 1. Let A s A q A be an alternati¤e superalgebra o¤er a0 1
field F and let M be an alternati¤e A-supermodule. Then, the second group of
cohomology of A with coefficients in M is defined as a quotient group
2 . 2 . 2 .H A, M s Z A, M rB A, M .
2 .The next proposition shows that a calculation of H A, M provides
2 op.H A, M as well.
PROPOSITION 1. Let A be an alternati¤e superalgebra o¤er a field F. Let
M be an alternati¤e A-supermodule. Then
2 2 op  4H A , M s H A , M , ; i g 0, 1 . .  .i 1yi
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2 .Proof. Consider Z A, M . We have
Z 2 A , M s h g Z 2 A , M ‹ h A , A : M .  .  . 4k i j iqjqk
s h g Z 2 A , M op ‹ h A , A : M op .  . 4i j iqjqkq1
2 op  4s Z A , M , ;k , i , j g 0, 1 . .kq1
The proposition is now evident.
3. THE SECOND COHOMOLOGIES OF SEMISIMPLE
ALTERNATIVE SUPERALGEBRAS
w xAccording to 7, 8 , simple finite dimensional alternative superalgebras
B s B q B over an algebraically closed field F, char F / 2, are one of0 1
the following types:
 .  w1 B s B s C, which is a Cayley]Dickson algebra over F see 6,0
x.9 .
 .  .w x w x2 B s M F u , where, for an algebra A, a superalgebra A u sn
A q Au is defined as an extension of A by an odd central element u such
2  w x   .  ...that u s 1 in 3 this superalgebra was denoted by M F , M F .n n
X 0 .  .  .  .  .  .43 B s M p ‹ q , B s g M F ‹ X g M F , Y g M F , B0 n p q 10 Y
0 A .  .  .  .4s g M F ‹ A g M F , B g M F , where p q q s n andn p=q q=pB 0
nw xp F .2
 .  .4 B s B 1, 2 , where char F s 3, B s F ? 1, B s F ? x q F ? y, with0 1
1 being the unit of B and xy s yyx s 1, x 2 s y2 s 0.
 .  .  .5 B s B 4, 2 , where char F s 3, B s M F , B s F ? m q F ?0 2 1 1
m is a two-dimensional irreducible Cayley bimodule over B ; that is, B2 0 0
acts on B by1
 4e ? m s d m , i , j, k g 1, 2 ,i j k ik j
m ? a s a ? m ,
where a g B , m g B , and a “ a is the symplectic involution in B s0 1 0
 .M F . The odd multiplication on B is defined by2 1
m2 s ye , m2 s e , m m s e , m m s ye .1 21 2 12 1 2 11 2 1 22
 .  .6 For the twisted superalgebra of vector type B s B E, D, g , let
w 3 xE s F t , t , . . . , t ‹ t s 0 be the algebra of truncated polynomials over F1 2 n i
 .char F s 3 , let D be a nonzero derivation of E such that E is D-simple,
and g g E. Observe that a derivation D for which E is D-simple always
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2 exists: one may take, for instance, D s ›r› t q t ›r› t q ??? q t , . . . ,1 1 2 1
.2t ›r› t .ny1 n
Denote by E an isomorphic copy of the vector space E, with an
isomorphism mapping a “ a. Consider the vector space direct sum B E,
.D, g s E q E and define multiplication on it by the rules
a ? b s ab, a ? b s a ? b s ab, a ? b s g ab q 2 D a b q aD b , .  .
where a, b g E and ab is the product in E. Define a Z -grading on2
 .B s B E, D, g such that B s E and B s E. Then B is a simple0 1
alternative superalgebra of dimension 2 ? 3n over F.
We will say that a simple alternative superalgebra A is of type X, where
 .  .X is one of the superalgebras 1 ] 6 , if some scalar extension of A is
isomorphic to X.
w xThe results of 2, 3 , imply the following
THEOREM 1. Let A be a separable alternati¤e superalgebra o¤er a field F
of characteristic / 2 isomorphic to a direct sum of simple superalgebras. If
w x  .  .  .no superalgebras of types F u , M 1 ‹ 1 , B 1, 2 , and B E, D, g are found
2 .among simple direct summands of A, then H A, M s 0 for e¤ery alterna-
ti¤e A-superbimodule M.
Proof. In fact, in this case the Wedderburn decomposition holds in any
extension of A by a superbimodule; hence every extension is equivalent to
the trivial one.
w x  .  .If A is isomorphic to one of the superalgebras F u , M 1 ‹ 1 , B 1, 2 , or
 . w xB E, D, g , then the examples of nonsplittable extensions in 2, 3 , show
2 .that H A, M may be nonzero for certain M.
w x  . w xThe cases F u and M 1 ‹ 1 were investigated by Pisarenko 4, 5 . He
described the indecomposable superbimodules over these superalgebras
and then calculated the second cohomology groups with coefficients in
these superbimodules. We repeat some of his results for the convenience
w xof the reader, since the publication 5 is not quite available.
w x  . .THEOREM 2 4, 5 . Let A s M 1 ‹ 1 F . Then,
 .i E¤ery unital alternati¤e A-superbimodule is associati¤e and com-
pletely reducible.
 .ii Any irreducible A-superbimodule is isomorphic to Reg A or to
 .opReg A .
 . 2 . 2iii H A, Reg A s 0 [ F .
w x w xTHEOREM 3 4, 5 . Let A s F u , where F is an algebraically closed field
of characteristic / 2. Then,
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 .i The set of irreducible alternati¤e A-superbimodules is parametrized
 . 2 2by the points a , d of the ellipse a q ad q d s 1. E¤ery such super-
bimodule is of the form M s Fn q Fm, where n is e¤en and m is odd,a , d .
and an action of A is defined as follows.
1 q a
v  .  .M d / 0 : nu s m, mu s d n, un s m, um s 1 y a n;a , d . d
v M : nu s m, mu s 2n, un s 0, um s n;1, 0.
v M : nu s m, mu s 0, un s y2m, um s yn.y1, 0.
 .ii If char F / 2, 3, then
v
2 .H A, M s 0 if d / 0,a , d .
v
2 .H A, M s 0 [ F,1, 0.
v
2 .H A, M s F [ 0.y1, 0.
In fact, Pisarenko has obtained more general results: he described all
w xindecomposable alternative superbimodules for F u and calculated the
second cohomologies for them. Every indecomposable bimodule M has a
socle isomorphic to one of the bimodules M , and in this casea , d .
1 . 2 .  w x.H A, M s H A, M see 5 .a , d .
2 .  .4. H A, REG A FOR A s B 1, 2
2 .In this section we calculate H A, Reg A for the superalgebra A s
 .B 1, 2 over any field of characteristic 3.
 . 2 . 4THEOREM 4. Let A s B 1, 2 ; then H A, Reg A s 0 [ F .
 .Proof. Let A s B 1, 2 s F ? 1 q F ? x q F ? y which is defined in Sec-
  .op.tion 3. Let M s Reg B 1, 2 s F ? a q F ? a q F ? e where M s F ? a1 2 0 1
2  .op.q F ? a and M s F ? e. Let us construct H A, Reg A .2 1
2  .op.  .Consider h g Z A, Reg A . We have h A , A : M . So,0 i j iqjmod 2.
 .  .  .  .  .h 1, 1 s a a q a a , h 1, x s a e, h 1, y s be, h x, 1 s d e, h x, x s1 1 2 2
 .  .  .b a q b a , h x, y s d a q d a , h y, 1 s k e, h y, x s k a q k a ,1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
 .h y, y s l a q l a .1 1 2 2
ha .  .  .  .  .  .Now, let F a, b, c s h a, b c q h ab, c y y1 ah b, c y h a, bc be
the function defined in Section 2. Applying the properties of this function
 .  .  .  .  .  .0 s F 1, 1, x s h 1, 1 x q h 1, x y h 1, x y h 1, x s a a q a a x1 1 2 2
 .y a e s ya y a e « a s ya .2 2
 .In a similar way, if we consider F a, b, c for all a, b, c g A, we have
d s a , a s b , k s b , k s b y d , l s k q d .1 2 1 2 2 1 1
 .In conditions above, ;a, b, c g A, F a, b, c satisfies all the properties
of the F function.
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2  .op.  .  .Now, if h g Z A, Reg A , then h 1, 1 s ba y a a , h 1, x s a e,0 1 2
 .  .  .  .h 1, y s be, h x, 1 s a e, h x, x s d a q g a , h x, y s la q p a ,1 2 1 2
 .  .  .  .  .h y, 1 s be, h y, x s s a q d y p a , h y, y s r a q s q l a1 2 1 2
where a , b , d , g , l, p , s , r g F.
2  .op.  4Consider h g Z A, Reg A , i g 1, . . . , 8 such that the nonzeroi 0
images are
h 1, 1 s ya , h 1, x s e s h x , 1 , .  .  .1 2 1 1
h 1, 1 s a , h 1, y s e s h y , 1 , .  .  .2 1 2 2
h x , x s a , h y , x s a , .  .3 1 3 2
h x , x s a , .4 2
h x , y s a , h y , y s a , .  .5 1 5 2
h x , y s a s yh y , x , .  .6 2 6
h y , x s a , h y , y s a , .  .7 1 7 2
h y , y s a . .8 1
Now,
op2  4h g Z A , Reg A , i g 1, . . . , 8 . .i 0
2  .op.generate Z A, Reg A .0
2  .op. 2  .op.Consider h g B A, Reg A . Then, h g Z A, Reg A such0 0
am .  .  .  .  .that for all a, b, c g A, h a, b s ym ab q y1 am b q m a b, where
 .  .m: A “ M is an even linear mapping. So, m 1 s x a q x a , m x s ze1 1 2 2
 .  .  .  .  .  .and m y s te. Now, ba y a a s h 1, 1 s ym 1 q m 1 q m 1 s m 11 2
« x s b and x s a .1 2
 .In a similar way, if we consider h a, b for all a, b g A, we obtain
t s yb y l, z s p y a , and d s g s s q l s r s 0.
2  .op.We have that if h g Z A, Reg A such that d s g s r s 0 and0
2  .op. 2  .op.s s yl then h g B A, Reg A . So, if h g B A, Reg A , then0 0
 .  .  .  .  .h 1, 1 s ba y a a , h 1, x s a e, h 1, y s be, h x, 1 s a e, h x, x s 0,1 2
 .  .  .  .h x, y s la q p a , h y, 1 s be, h y, x s yla y p a , h y, y s 0,1 2 1 2
 4 2 where a , b , l, p g F. Now, h , h , h y h , h generates B A, Reg1 2 5 7 6
.op.A .0
2  .op. 2  .op. 2  .op.So, H A, Reg A s Z A, Reg A rB A, Reg A is iso-0 0 0
morphic to F 4.
2  .op. 2  .op.Let us check Z A, Reg A . Consider h g Z A, Reg A . Then1 1
 .  .  .  .h A , A : M , and h 1, 1 s a e, h 1, x s a a q a a , h 1, yi j iqjq1mod 2. 1 1 2 2
 .  .  .  .s b a q b a , h x, 1 s d a q d a , h x, x s be, h x, y s d e, h y, 11 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
 .  .s l a q l a , h y, x s le, h y, y s k e.1 1 2 2
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2  .op.In a similar way to the case Z A, Reg A , using the properties of0
the F function, we have a s a , a s 0, d s a , d s 0, b s 0, b s a ,1 2 1 2 1 2
l s 0, l s a , l s yd , b s 0, k s 0.1 2
 .In the conditions above, for all a, b, c g A, F a, b, c satisfies all the
properties of the F function.
2  .op.  .  . Now, if h g Z A, Reg A , then h 1, 1 s a e, h 1, x s a a , h 1,1 1
.  .  .  .  . y s a a , h x, 1 s a a , h x, x s 0, h x, y s d e, h y, 1 s a a , h y,2 1 2
.  .x s yd e, h y, y s 0 where a , d g F.
2  .op.  4Consider h g Z A, Reg A , i g 1, 2 such that the nonzero im-i 1
 .  .  .  .  .ages are h 1, 1 s e, h 1, x s a s h x, 1 , h 1, y s a s h y, 1 ,1 1 1 1 1 2 1
 .  .h x, y s e s yh y, x .2 2
2  .op.We have that h and h generate Z A, Reg A .1 2 1
2  .op. 2  .op.Consider h g B A, Reg A . Then h g Z A, Reg A such1 1
am .  .  .  .  .that for all a, b, c g A, h a, b s ym ab q y1 am b q m a b, where
 .  .m: A “ M is an odd linear mapping. So, m 1 s s e, m x s x a q x a ,1 1 2 2
 . 2  .op.and m y s y a q y a . Now, in a similar way to B A, Reg A , we1 1 2 2 0
2  .op.obtain s s a , y s d q a y x , and we have that if h g Z A, Reg A2 1 1
2  .op. 2  .op. 2then h g B A, Reg A . Consequently, Z A, Reg A s B A,1 1
 .op.Reg A and1
op op op2 2 2H A , Reg A s Z A , Reg A rB A , Reg A s 0. .  .  . .  .  .1 1 1
2  .op. 4 2 Finally, H A, Reg A s F [ 0 and by Proposition 1 H A, Reg
4..A s 0 [ F .
2 .  .5. H A, REG A FOR A s B E, D, 0
2 .  .Here we calculate H A, Reg A for the algebra A s B E, D, 0 .
 .THEOREM 5. Let A s B E, D, 0 , where F is a field of characteristic 3,
w 3 x 2 . 4 6E s F x ‹ x s 0 , and D s ›r› x. Then, H A, Reg A s F [ F .
 .Proof. Let A s B E, D, 0 and M s Reg A s F ? e q F ? a q F ? a1 2
q F ? e q F ? a q F ? a where M s F ? e q F ? a q F ? a and M s F ?1 2 0 1 2 1
e q F ? a q F ? a .1 2
2 .  .Consider h g Z A, Reg A . We have h A , A : M .0 i j iqjmod 2.
In a similar way to Theorem 4, applying the properties of the F function
 .  .given in Section 2, we have h 1, 1 s a e q a a q a a , h 1, x s a a1 2 1 3 2 1 1
2 2 .  .  .  .qa a s h x, 1 , h 1, x s a a s h x , 1 , h 1, 1 s a e q a a q2 2 1 2 1 2 1
2 2 .  .  .  .  .a a s h 1, 1 , h 1, x s a a q a a s h x, 1 , h 1, x s a a s h x , 1 ,3 2 1 1 2 2 1 2
2 2 .  .  .  .  .h x, x s 0, h x, x s p e s h x , x , h x, 1 s K e q K a s h 1, x ,1 1 2 1
2 .  .  . h x, x s E e q E a q E a s h x, x , h x, x s p e y E a q yE1 2 1 3 2 1 1 1 2
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2 2 2 2.  .  .  .  .y K a s h x , x , h x , x s p a , h x , 1 s E e q E q K a q1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1
2 2 2 2 2 .  .  .  .  .E q K a s h 1, x , h x , x s p e y K a s h x, x , h x , x3 2 2 1 1 2
2 2 .  .  .s p a y E a s h x , x , h 1, 1 s z e q z a q z a , h 1, x s v e y1 1 1 2 1 2 1 3 2 1
2 .  .  . a a q v a , h 1, x s yE y K e q E y v y a a y z a , h x,2 1 3 2 2 1 3 1 1 1 1 2
2.  .  .  .  .1 s yv e q a y z a q yv y z a , h x, x s z a , h x, x s1 2 1 1 3 2 2 1 2
2 2 .  .  . E e q K a q v q a y K y E a s yh x , x , h x , 1 s K q1 1 1 1 1 2 3 2 1
2 2.  .  .E e q yE q v q a a , h x , x s 0.2 3 1 1 1
2 . 2 .Now, consider h g B A, Reg A . Then we have h g Z A, Reg A0 0
am .  .  .  .  .and h a, b s ym ab q y1 am b q m a b where m: A “ M is an
 .even linear function. Now, studying all the possibilities for h a, b with
2 .a, b g A in a similar way to Theorem 4, we obtain that h g B A, Reg A 0
2 .if h g Z A, Reg A with p s z s z s z s 0.0 1 1 2 3
2 .  4Now, consider the elements h g Z A, Reg A where i g 1, . . . , 14i 0
such that the nonzero images are
h 1, 1 s e, h 1, x s a s h x , 1 , h 1, x 2 s a s h x 2 , 1 , .  .  .  .  .1 1 1 1 1 2 1
h 1, 1 s e s h 1, 1 , h 1, x s a s h x , 1 , .  .  .  .1 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2h 1, x s a s h x , 1 , h 1, x s ya s yh x , 1 , .  .  .  .1 2 1 1 1 1
2 2h x , x s a s yh x , x , .  .1 2 1
h 1, 1 s a , h 1, x s a s h x , 1 , h 1, 1 s a s h 1, 1 , .  .  .  .  .2 1 2 2 2 2 1 2
h 1, x s a s h x , 1 , h 1, x s ya s yh x , 1 , .  .  . .2 2 2 2 1 2
h 1, 1 s a , h 1, 1 s a s h 1, 1 , .  .  .3 2 3 2 3
2 2 2 2h x , x s e s h x , x , h x , x s e s h x , x , .  .  .  .4 4 4 4
2 2 2 2h x , x s a , h x , x s e s h x , x , .  .  .4 1 4 4
2 2 2 2h x , x s a s h x , x , .  .4 1 4
2 2h x , 1 s e s h 1, x , h x , x s ya s h x , x , .  .  .  .5 5 5 2 5
2 2 2 2h x , 1 s a s h 1, x , h x , x y a s h x , x , .  .  .  .5 1 5 5 2 5
2 2 2 2h 1, x s ye s yh x , 1 , h x , x s a s yh x , x , .  .  .  .5 5 5 1 5
2 2h x , 1 s a s h 1, x , h x , 1 s a s h 1, x , .  .  .  .6 1 6 6 2 6
2 2h x , x s ya s yh x , x , .  .6 2 6
2 2h x , x s e s h x , x , h x , x s ya s h x , x , .  .  .  .7 7 7 1 7
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2 2 2 2 2 2h x , 1 s e s h 1, x , h x , x s ya s h x , x , .  .  .  .7 7 7 2 7
2 2h x , x s e s yh x , x , .  .7 7
2 2h x , x s a s h x , x , h x , x s ya s h x , x , .  .  .  .8 1 8 8 2 8
2 2 2 2h x , 1 s a s h 1, x , h 1, x s ye s yh x , 1 , .  .  .  .8 1 8 8 8
2 2h x , x s a s h x , x , h x , 1 s a s h 1, x , .  .  .  .9 2 9 9 2 9
2 2 2 2h 1, x s a s yh x , 1 , h x , x s ya s yh x , x , .  .  .  .9 1 9 9 2 9
2h 1, 1 s e, h 1, x s ya , h x , 1 s ya , . .  .10 10 2 10 1
h x , x s a , .10 2
h 1, 1 s a , h x , 1 s ya , . .11 1 11 2
h 1, 1 s a , .12 2
2 2h 1, x s e s yh x , 1 , h 1, x s ya s yh x , 1 , . .  .  .13 13 13 1 13
2 2h x , x s a s yh x , x , h 1, x s a s yh x , 1 . . . .  .13 2 13 14 2 14
2 .It is clear that these elements generate Z A, Reg A . Moreover, we0
2 .  4have that h g B A, Reg A if i g 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 13, 14 , and theyi 0
2 . 2 . 4generate B A, Reg A . So, H A, Reg A is isomorphic to F .0 0
2  ..  .Consider h g Z A, Reg A . We have h A , A : M . Ap-1 i j iqjq1mod 2.
 .plying the properties of the F function, we have h 1, 1 s a e q a a q1 2 1
2 2 .  .  .  .  .a a , h 1, x s a a q a a s h x, 1 , h 1, x s a a s h x , 1 , h 1, 13 2 1 1 2 2 1 2
2 .  .  .  .s ya e q a a s h 1, 1 , h 1, x s a e y a a s h x, 1 , h 1, x s2 3 1 1 3 2
2 2 .  .  .ya a q a a s h x , 1 , h x, x s yp e y p a q k a , h x, x s1 1 2 2 2 3 1 3 2
2 .  .  .  .p a q p a s h x , x , h x, 1 s D e q K q z a q K y z a ,2 1 3 2 1 2 1 1 3 2 2
2 2 .  .  . h x, x s E e q E a q E a , h x, x s yE a q yE y D a , h x ,1 2 1 3 2 1 1 2 1 2
2 2.  .  .  . x s yp a , h x , 1 s E y p e q E y k q D a q E q K q2 2 1 3 2 3 1 1 3 2
2 2 2.  .  .  .  .z a , h x , x s p e q k y D a , h x , x s yp a q p y E a1 2 2 3 1 2 2 1 3 1 2
2 2 2 .  .  .  . s h x , x , h 1, x s K a q K a , h 1, x s E y p e q E y k y2 1 3 2 1 3 2 3
.  .  .  .D a q E q K y z a , h 1, 1 s z e q z a , h 1, x s v e q v a q1 1 3 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1
2 .  . v a , h 1, x s E e q yD q E y v y a a q yK q z q E y3 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 3
2.  .  .  .  .v y a a , h x, x s E e q E y D a q E y z a , h x, x s2 2 2 1 2 1 1 3 1 2
 .  .  .  .p e q k a , h x, 1 s yD y v e q z y v a y v a , h x, x s2 3 2 1 1 1 2 1 3 2
2 .  .  .yD a , h x, x s yp e q E y p a q v q a q k q D q E a1 1 2 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 2 2
2 2 2 .  .  .  .s yh x , x , h x , x s yE a q yE q D a , h x , 1 s yE e q1 1 2 1 2 1
2 2 .  .  .yD y E q v q a a q K y z y E q v q a a , h x , x s 0.1 2 1 1 1 2 1 3 2 2 2
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2 . 2 .Now consider h g B A, Reg A . Then we have h g Z A, Reg A1 1
am .  .  .  .  .and h a, b s ym ab q y1 am b q m a b where m: A “ M is an
 .odd linear function. Studying all the possibilities for h a, b with a, b g A,
2 . 2 .we obtain that h g B A, Reg A if h g Z A, Reg A with 0 s a s1 1 2
a s D s z s z s v y K .3 1 1 2 3 3
2  ..  4Now, consider the elements h g Z A, Reg A where i g 1, . . . , 17i 1
such that the nonzero images are
2 2h 1, 1 s e, h 1, x s a s h x , 1 , h 1, x s a s h x , 1 , .  .  .  .  .1 1 1 1 1 2 1
2 2h 1, x s e s h x , 1 , h 1, x s ya s h x , 1 , .  .  .  .1 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2h 1, x s ya s yh x , 1 , h x , x s a s yh x , x , .  .  .  .1 1 1 1 2 1
h 1, 1 s a , h 1, x s a s h x , 1 , .  .  .2 1 2 2 2
2 2h 1, 1 s ye s h 1, 1 , h 1, x s a s h x , 1 , .  .  .  .2 2 2 2 2
2 2h 1, x s ya s yh x , 1 , .  .2 2 2
h 1, 1 s a , h 1, 1 s a s h 1, 1 , .  .  .3 2 3 1 3
h 1, x s ya s h x , 1 , .  .3 2 3
2 2 2 2h x , x s ye, h x , x s a s h x , x , h x , x s ya , .  .  .  .4 4 1 4 4 2
2 2 2 2 2 2h x , x s e s h x , x , h x , x s ya s h x , x , .  .  .  .4 4 4 1 4
2 2h x , x s ye s yh x , x , .  .4 4
2 2h x , x s ya , h x , x s a s h x , x , .  .  .5 1 5 2 5
2 2 2 2 2 2h x , 1 s ye s h 1, x , h x , x s a s h x , x , .  .  .  .5 5 5 2 5
2 2h x , x s ya s yh x , x , .  .5 1 5
2 2h x , x s a , h x , 1 s ya s h 1, x , .  .  .6 2 6 1 6
2 2 2 2h x , x s a s h x , x , h x , x s a s yh x , x , .  .  .  .6 2 6 6 2 6
2 2h x , 1 s e, h x , x s ya s yh x , x , .  .  .7 7 2 7
2 2 2h x , 1 s a s yh 1, x , h x , x s ya , .  .  .7 1 7 7 2
2 2h 1, x s ya s h x , 1 , h x , x s ya , h x , 1 s ye, .  . .  .7 1 7 7 1 7
2 2h x , x s ya , h x , x s a s yh x , x , .  .  .y 1 7 2 7
2 2h x , 1 s a s h 1, x , h x , 1 s a s h 1, x , .  .  .  .8 1 8 8 2 8
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2 2h 1, x s ya s yh x , 1 , .  .8 2 8
h x , 1 s a s h 1, x , .  .9 2 9
2 2h x , 1 s a , h x , 1 s a s yh 1, x , h 1, 1 s e, .  .  .  .10 1 10 2 10 10
2 2h 1, x s a s yh x , 1 , h x , x s ya , . .  .10 2 10 10 2
h x , 1 s a , .10 1
h x , 1 s ya , h 1, 1 s a , .  .11 2 11 1
2 2h x , x s e s h x , x , h x , x s ya s h x , x , .  .  .  .12 12 12 1 12
2 2 2 2 2 2h x , 1 s e s h 1, x , h x , x s ya s h x , x , .  .  .  .12 12 12 2 12
2 2 2 2h 1, x s e s yh x , 1 , h x , x s a s yh x , x , .  .  .  .12 12 12 1 12
2 2h x , x s a s h x , x , h x , x s ya s h x , x , .  .  .  .13 1 13 13 2 13
2 2 2 2h x , 1 s a s h 1, x , h 1, x s a s yh x , 1 , .  .  .  .13 1 13 13 1 13
2 2h x , x s a s yh x , x , .  .13 2 13
2 2h x , x s a s h x , x , h x , 1 s a s h 1, x , .  .  .  .14 2 14 14 2 14
2 2h 1, x s a s yh x , 1 , .  .14 2 14
2 2h 1, x s e s yh x , 1 , h 1, x s ya s yh x , 1 , . .  .  .15 15 15 1 15
2 2h x , x s a s yh x , x , .  .15 2 15
2 2h 1, x s a s yh x , 1 , h 1, x s ya s yh x , 1 , . .  .  .16 1 16 16 2 16
h 1, x s a s yh x , 1 . . .17 2 17
2  ..It is clear that these elements generate Z A, Reg A . Moreover, we1
2  ..  4have that h g B A, Reg A with i g 1, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16i 1
2  .. 1 . 6generate B A, Reg A . So, H A, Reg A s F .1 1
2 4 6 .Finally, H A, Reg A s F [ F .
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